Sharing to ATLAS For Assessment

When you share work to an ATLAS Workspace you are typically making your work available to be viewed for feedback or assessment. Exactly who will have access to your work depends upon the permissions set by the manager of the Workspace. If the activity and the assessment process requires it, the manager might allow one or more lecturers, tutors, and/or external examiners to view and/or assess your work. If the activity is a peer review one, the manager might allow other students to view your work so that they can provide feedback. Your lecturer or tutor should explain to you, as part of the teaching activity, who will be viewing your work in ATLAS and what they will be doing with it.

There are two ways to access the share options panel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Share from</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From your Asset Store</td>
<td>Click on the icon to the left of the asset title. Click on the blue I want to... button at the bottom right of the screen and select Share.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From within an open Asset</td>
<td>Click on the white I want to ... button at the top right of the screen and select Share.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Choose the For Assessment option. If you have access to more than one Workspace, you will be asked to select the Workspace you wish to share your work to. Some Workspaces may not be available for you to share this particular Asset with - they will be identified with a red cross.

I want to share the following asset

![Nature of Learning and Teaching](image)

Select a workspace

- **2016 Grad Cert Teaching & Learning**
  - Can I share? Yes
  - Assignments: 2
  - You can select your own external assessor on this workspace

- **2017 Sem 2 Oral Health**
  - Can I share? Yes

- **2017 Yr 1 Professional Experience**
  - Can I share? Yes
On a Workspace, assessors may set different Assignments for different pieces of work to be submitted to. If the selected Workspace has more than one Assignment, you will be asked to specify the correct Assignment to share to. Some Assignments may not be able to be shared to and will be marked with a red cross. If you cannot share to an Assignment, an explanation will be offered such as - a deadline has passed, you have already shared the asset to the Workspace, the Workspace will only accept a certain type or number of assets not consistent with your share.

Once you have selected the appropriate Workspace and Assignment, you must read and agree to the Terms of usage, and then click Share for assessment. Notification that your Asset has been accepted successfully will appear on What's happening (accessed via the panel on the Home page), and depending on your notification settings you may also receive an email.

**TIP!** Once you have shared for assessment, a live link is created between the Workspace and your Asset. Any changes you make to your Asset will be immediately reflected in the Workspace, unless a deadline has passed. **There is no need to share your Asset again.**

**Auto-submit / Auto-share**

If you are using Pebble+ as part of a formal course of study, some Resources (templates and workbooks) provided for you to complete may be set to auto-submit, which means that once you begin work and Save, the Asset will automatically be shared to a Workspace for assessors to view. This way you can receive feedback as the work is progressing and is a much more collaborative approach to assessment.
TIP! Auto-submit and Auto-share are used interchangeably here and mean the same thing.

These Resources are clearly marked with an icon under the Resource title so that you know this submission will be happening.

You will receive this notification when you first open the Resource:

![Auto share](image)

This resource has been set to auto-share its response to a workspace when saved. All changes made will be reflected in the workspace.

View terms of usage and assignment information

To share for assessment I agree to the terms of usage

---

To enable the auto-submit, you must agree to the terms and conditions, which can be viewed by clicking on the link, and then click **Continue**. When you save your Asset for the first time, it will be auto-submitted to the Workspace.

**How to check that my work has been shared for assessment**

In your Asset Store, the action icons can tell you at a glance if an Asset has been shared for assessment.
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This icon shows how many Workspaces an Asset has been shared with. Clicking on this icon, or by clicking the info icon to the right, will open up the info
On the info panel, you will find information about all shares with ATLAS Workspaces for assessment, showing the Assignment name (if relevant), Workspace name, and date and time of the share. The status of each share is described - Accepted; Rejected; Removed by an assessor, etc. The **Ask for submission to be removed** link can be clicked if available and you will receive an email notification to let you know if the request has been approved.

Sometimes you may have one or more version of an Asset in your Asset Store. You may have made a copy, or have a recovered Asset if you were working in PebblePad across devices and hadn't logged out or saved. It is important to check that if an asset needs to be shared for assessment, you are working in the correct Asset that is being viewed on the Workspace. In the image below, only one of the two assets has been shared for assessment.
Can I remove a share for assessment?

From the information panel, you can request to have an Asset that has been shared for assessment removed from the Workspace. This request will not be approved if this option has been disabled for that particular workspace or assignment, or if assessment activity has already begun. You will receive an email notifying you if your request was successful or not. If your request is not approved but you believe the Asset does need to be removed you will need to contact the tutor or instructor of your course.